REQUIRED ENCODER ORIENTATION

SCALE

READ HEAD

NOTE:
THIS DRAWING IS APPLICABLE WHEN CW TRAVEL
PRODUCES SCALE OR ENCODER READHEAD MOTION
UNDER PENALTY OF LAW.

REMINISHAW INTERFACE CABLE:
ENC FB-25D-15D-TNCD-PUL-MAX119DM
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LENGTH A.R.

HEAT PIN 1 TO REMOVE IT AND KEY CONNECTOR
250 MALE, ECK00101 BACKSHELL, ECK00656 GOLD JUMPER, EIK00351

CABLE WRAP LABEL: B300113

WRAP COPPER FOIL, EIA00281 OVER GROMMET & SHIELD

#4 GROMMET SUPPLIED W/BACKSHELL

FOLD SHIELD BACK OVER GROMMET

LABELS:
2 REQUIRED.
1 AT EACH END.
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